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The forms of address (e.g., second person pronouns, honorifics,
alternative verb inflections, greetings and kin terms) are of vital
importance for successful interaction and have long been regarded
as salient indicators of the type of relationship between the
interlocutors (Adair 2016; Bayyurt & Bayraktaroğlu 2001; Braun
1988; Chen 2016; Coveney 2010; Hatipoğlu 2008, 2017; Helmbrecht
2003; Palusalu et al. 2010).

‘… who the speaker believes he is, who he believes the addressee is,
what he thinks their relationship is, and what he thinks he is doing by
saying what he is saying' (Parkinson 1985:5) can be uncovered by
examining the forms of address.

BACKGROUND-1
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Turkish, similarly to some of the Indo-European language, has two second-person pronouns
that are used to refer to a single interlocutor - SEN and SIZ. The first one is usually
defined as the informal non-honorific second person pronoun while the second one is
classified/defined as its ‘polite’ counterpart.

Is this always the case?

A number of studies have already shown that the functions of the second person pronouns
can be varied as well as ambiguous (e.g., Belz & Kinginger 2003; Hatipoğlu 2008, 2017; Illie
2005).

The “deterministic relationship” (Sequeira 1993:206) that is assumed between social meaning
and personal address choice may not work all the time (i.e., when a particular pronominal form
is used in a particular context, this may not result in a fixed and stable social meaning).

Therefore, a more detailed analysis of the interplay between different contexts, categories
of social relationships and functions of pronominal terms of address is needed.

BACKGROUND-2
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TURKISH
Only a few studies that have focused on the use of SPPs in Turkish (Balpınar 1996; Başer 2012; Bayyurt
1992, 1996; Bayyurt & Bayraktaroğlu 2001; Hatipoğlu 2008, 2017; Horasan 1987; König 1990).

Hatipoğlu (2008, 2017): focused on the SOCIAL MEANINGS of the familiar/informal Second
Person Pronoun SEN in Turkish

König (1990) and Balpınar (1996) examined how biological, social and psychological factors affect the
use of the SPPs in Turkish. The analysis of the ethnographic and elicited data collected in these studies
showed that biological factors such as age, kinship, generation and gender; social variables such as
social class and social status; and psychological factors such as closeness/distance, formality,
solidarity/cooperation can affect the choice of SPPs in Turkish.

Bayyurt and Bayraktaroğlu (2001) examined the use of the SPPs SEN and SİZ by Turkish males and
females in six service encounter settings that differed from each other in terms of economic strength
and formality level (i.e., the market place, the kebab kiosk, the local grocer, the local greengrocer,
Migrosand Vakko). The results of the study revealed that overall Turkish males ‘project an inclination
for close relationship even in first time encounters’ (Bayyurt & Bayraktaroğlu 2001:235) while females
tend to ‘keep their distance in their dealings with the opposite sex’. That is, during service encounters,
Turkish men use the familiar SPP SEN much more frequently than Turkish women while women rely
more on the formal SİZ.

BACKGROUND-2
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TURKISH
The current study focuses on the so-called ‘polite second person 
pronoun’ SIZ in Turkish and aims to attain two goals: 

(i) to uncover the contexts where SIZ is most frequently used to 
manifest politeness versus the contexts where it is specifically 
employed to express impoliteness; 

(ii) to identify and classify the factors (e.g., age, gender, the 
perception of interpersonal relationship, kind of offense) that 
determine/affect the politeness category of SIZ in interactions 
in Turkish. 

AIM
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORKS-1 Data: 81 speakers of various 
languages
Publication: The Pronouns of 
Power and Solidarity (1960)

Proposal: A two-dimensional 
system that illustrates the 
concrete link between social 
meaning and the use of the 
familiar (T) and polite (V) 
second person pronouns. 
*Vertical axis: POWER 
*Horizontal axis: 
SOLIDARITY

Claim: This two-dimensional 
system of social meaning is  
universal and that all 
expressions of social meaning 
can be located in this semantic 
space.
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POLITENESS THEORY (Brown and Levinson 1978/1987)
*Reciprocal V usage as expressing negative politeness (approximately
equivalent to ‘social distance’, or the absence of solidarity),
*Reciprocal T conveys positive politeness (roughly, ‘solidarity’).

ACT OF IDENTITY (Le Page & Tabouret-Keller 1985; Gardner-Chloros
2007)
*T/V has also been interpreted in terms of the ‘acts of identity’ concept
*Aim: to help account for sociolinguistic variation more generally, especially in

multilingual and Creole-speaking communities.
*Since different social groups vary in their tendency to favour T or V, the

individual’s behaviour in this respect may reflect her/his desire to take on a
particular type of identity.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORKS-2
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THE DATA COLLECTION TOOL consisted of two sections:
(1) The first part was designed to elicit information related to the students’

background
(2) Second section included open and close ended questions aiming to gather data

related to the meaning, function and level of politeness of SIZ in various
contexts in the Turkish society.

METHODOLOGY-1-DATA COLLECTION TOOLS
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DATA FOR THE CURRENT STUDY
Students were
(i) instructed to list five people they would always address with SIZ
(ii) asked to explain briefly why they would always use SIZ with the individuals 
they listed and what the pronoun SIZ they used to address the listed 
individuals meant for them. 



METHODOLOGY-2-INFORMANTS-1

Age range 18-48

INFORMANTS
(1) All were NS of Turkish
(2) The university students were chosen as subjects for this research as

previous studies (e.g., König 1990:177) showed that predominantly
individuals with specific level of education differentiate between the
informal/familiar SEN and the polite SİZ in their speech.
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Table 1: Informants-Gender
N %

MALE 57 24
FEMALE 184 76
TOTAL 241 100



Table 2: Areas Of Study

Areas of study N %

Faculty of Architecture (1) 5 2.1

Faculty of Arts and Sciences (2) 34 14.1

Faculty of Economic and Administrative 
Sciences (3)

37 15.4

Faculty of Education (4) 111 46

Faculty of Engineering (5) 54 22.4

TOTAL 241 100.0
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METHODOLOGY-4-INFORMANTS-3

Table 3: Parents' Level Of Education

Level of Education
FATHER MOTHER

N % N %

Uneducated 4 1.7 6 2.5

Primary School  Graduates 28 11.6 62 25.7

Secondary School Graduates 32 13.3 25 10.4

High School  Graduates 86 35.7 85 35.3

University  Graduates 91 37.8 63 26.1

TOTAL 241 100 241 100

Brown & Gilman (1960): used data coming only from NS of French, German and Italian (n=11) who 
belonged to the upper-middle-class of their societies.
Claim:  The class from which we draw shows less regional variation in speech than does the working class 
and, especially, farmers (Brown & Gilman 1960:263): .

Konig (1990:176-177): …the SEN/SIS distinction is peculiar to the standard variety of the Turkish 
language. This choice between SEN/SIZ exists in the language of individuals who have been educated and 
who live in places where standard Turkish is used. In general, there is no SEN/SIZ discrimination in the 
language of individuals who have not been formally educated.
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METHODOLOGY-5-INFORMANTS-4 Table 4: Regional 
Distribution of informants

Geographical Regions N %

1 Aegean 44 18.3
2 Central Anatolian 62 25.7
3 Black Sea Region 30 12.4
4 Marmara 51 21.2
5 Mediterranean 31 12.9
6 Eastern Anatolian 10 4.1

7
South-eastern 
Anatolian

13 5.4

TOTAL 241 100



(1) The interlocutors that informants listed (i.e., five people they would 
always address with SIZ) were listed and classified 

(2) Informants were asked to explain briefly why they would always use SIZ
with the individuals they listed and what the pronoun SIZ they used to
address the listed individuals meant for them: The explanations provided
by the informants were then scrutinized for specific words and phrases
that denoted the social meanings that the pronoun SIZ expressed for the
participants.

(3) The relevant words or phrases that presented the meanings of the
pronoun SIZ for the informants were catalogued in a separate file along
with the characteristics of the subject(s) who used the word or phrase.
With this type of cataloguing it was possible to cross-check and trace the
extracted words and/or phrases at the later stages of the analysis.
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METHODOLOGY-6-DATA ANALYSIS-1



In order to be able to compare the results of this research with the
findings of the previous studies and to examine the cross-cultural/cross-
language validity of the social meanings of the SPPs, we used Winchatz’s
(2001) scheme of social meanings created for the German du and Sie as a
basis for the classification of the pronoun SIZin Turkish.

The analysis of the collected corpora showed that even though there were
some parallelisms between the meanings of the German du and Sie and the
Turkish SIZ, there was not a complete overlap between the meanings of
these pronouns.

Therefore, some new categories were introduced in order to accommodate
all of the Turkish data and some of the Winchatz’s categories were
excluded from the scheme for SIZ since there were no data related to
them in our corpus.
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RESULTS-1
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Table 5: Number 
of interlocutors 

listed

764 : 241 = 3.2

Table 6: Groups of interlocutors to be addressed with SIZ

Groups N %

1.RELATIVES 66 8.6

2.
AGE/ELDERLY/OLDER PEOPLE WHO ARE 
NOT RELATED/RELATIVES

74 9.7

3.FAMOUS PEOPLE 22 2.9

4.FRIENDS 7 0.9

5.EDUCATION 241 31.5

6.
PEOPLE IN THE SERVICE INDUSTRY 
(cashiers, doctors, shop assistants)

50 6.5

7.
POLITICIANS, CIVIL SERVANTS AND 
ADMINISTRATORS

102 13.4

8.WORKPLACE 36 4.7

9.OUTER CIRCLE/STRANGERS 166 21.7

TOTAL 764 100



TRADITIONAL TURKISH SOCIETY

Traditionally, the Turkish sociocultural context has been
characterized by close interpersonal relationships (Imamoglu
1987; Kagitcibasi 1984).

The individual has a network of close ties, including the
nuclear family, relatives and close neighbours (Imamoglu et
al. 1993).
The traditional socialization processes emphasize obedience,
closeness, and loyalty to parents rather than independence
and self-reliance (Imamoglu 1987; Kagitcibasi 1973, 1984).

RESULTS-2
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RESULTS-3
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Table 7: Relatives

1. RELATIVES N %

1.1. Core family members (mother, father) 5 8

1.2. Second Degree relatives (maternal/paternal 
grandparents, aunts, uncles)

15 23

1.3. Other relatives (distant relatives, relatives I am 
not very close to, my elders, relatives who are 
much older than me)

24 36

1.4. Girlfriend/boyfriend relatives 2 3

1.5. My friends' relatives (mother, father, parents) 20 30

TOTAL 66 100
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Table 7: Relatives

RESPECT
1

(neutral)

CLOSENESS
(being united 
by feelings of 

respect, 
honour, love; 

lack of)

RESPECT2
(appreciati
on of their 

life 
experience, 

age)

AGE 

POLITENESS 

(Good 
manners, 

considered)

PRACT
ICALI
TY

KNOWING 
OTHER (how 
well Is know 

each other, can 
explain and 

predict other’s 
actions)

1. RELATIVES N %

1.1. Core family members 
(mother, father)

5 8 3 2

1.2. Second Degree relatives 
(maternal/paternal 
grandparents, aunts, uncles)

15 23 9 1 3 2

1.3. Other relatives (distant 
relatives, relatives I am not 
very close to, my elders, 
relatives who are much older 
than me)

24 36 5 7 5 4 3

1.4. Girlfriend/boyfriend 
relatives

2 3 2

1.5. My friends' relatives 
(mother, father, parents)

20 30 6 2 5 5 2

TOTAL 66 100 23 3 5 14 12 4 5
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Table 8: OUTER CIRCLE/STRANGERS

CLOSEN
ESS 
(persons 
being 
united by 
feelings 
of 
respect, 
honour, 
love; lack 
of)

RESPEC
T1 
(neutral)

KNOWI
NG 
OTHER 
(how well 
Is know 
each 
other, can 
explain 
and 
predict 
other’s 
actions)

POLITE
NESS
(Good 
manners, 
considere
d)

DISTAN
CE (keep 
the 
distance 
that 
exists 
btw 
speakers, 
keep at 
bay, 
barrier)

FREQUE
NCY OF 
CONTAC
T (how 
often two 
people 
interact 
with each 
other)

STATUS 
(meaning 
referring 
to the 
position, 
level or 
rank of 
one 
individual 
in 
compariso
n to 
another)

CONVER
SABLEN
ESS (the 
level of 
person’s 
ability to 
converse 
with 
another 
person)

9.1. People I don't know 
(passers by, strangers)

22 3 5 8 3 1 2

9.2. People I meet for the 
first time

110 27 12 24 21 17 4 1 4

9.3. Newly acquainted 
people

28 8 5 4 2 3 6

9.4. Guests that I am not 
close with

1 1

9.5. Neighbours 3 1 2
9.6. People from the 
opposite gender

2 2

TOTAL 166 39 22 26 27 25 6 1 10



NEW DEVELOPMENTS

With social change (e.g., families are getting smaller),
different living styles (e.g., move from villages to big
cities) and orientations toward life began to emerge
(Imamoglu 1987, 1998; Imamoglu & Yasak 1997; Kagitgibasi
1984, 2016).

The basic family structure appears to be nuclear, it serves
the functions of an extended family in terms of providing
social, emotional, and material support and, thus, may be
regarded as a functionally extended family.

RESULTS-6
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The results of the study revealed that the second person pronoun SIZ
has multiple functions in Turkish. While in some contexts, as
predicted by Brown and Levinson (1987), it was used as an honorific
form of address to express respect and conventional politeness; in
others, it turned from an unmarked politeness maker into a marked
pronominal form which fulfilled functions not usually associated with it
(e.g., to keep some interlocutors at bay).

For all the explanatory parsimony that two- or three-dimensional
theories provide (Brown & Gilman 1960), they do not account for the
varied and nuanced meanings that speakers understand themselves to
be negotiating in their daily interactions.

CONCLUSIONS-1
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The results also show how factors such as developments in technology,
globalisation and political change in the country have created new
meanings and interpretations of this address term in the Turkish
society.

Many years ago Hymes (1972) called for researchers to examine the
“means of speech [. . .] and their meanings to those who use them”
(p. 2). Such an interpretive research approach would focus on the
variety of meanings speakers bring to their interactions and, in turn,
would open up a way to get at the nuanced particulars of social
meaning that present-day theories ignore (Philipsen, 1992).

CONCLUSIONS-2
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THANK YOU: )))
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